
Work from anywhere at the speed of now.
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Simple 
Use a cable or HDMI adapter to connect your Galaxy device to a monitor, 
keyboard and mouse1 to work in an optimized desktop experience for 
Android apps.2 You can also turn your Galaxy device into a touchpad 
and keyboard.

Convenient and Precise 
Use your Galaxy device in a desktop environment without having to 
transfer data or files to a separate computer. The S Pen on the Note9 and 
Note10 and Galaxy Tab S4 and S6 combines with Samsung DeX to let you 
do things like take notes or use the screen as a digital canvas to more 
precisely edit your images while viewing them on a bigger screen. 

Secure and Customizable 
Samsung Knox™ defense-grade mobile security3 makes sure your 
Galaxy device is secure, and protects the apps and data you access with 
Samsung DeX. And Knox Configure can help customize a Samsung 
DeX-equipped device to your specific business needs.

Do more with one super powerful device. With Samsung DeX, your phone turns into a killer PC. With just a single cable or HDMI adapter,1 you  
can enable your Galaxy S20 | S20+ | S20 Ultra 5G, Galaxy S10e | S10 | S10+, Galaxy S9 | S9+, Galaxy Note10 | 10+ | 10+ 5G, Galaxy Note9,  
Galaxy Tab S6, Galaxy Tab S5e or Galaxy Tab S4 to power Samsung DeX. You can then run an entire desktop complete with a computer monitor, 
keyboard and mouse.1 Access all your mobile and web apps on an intuitive desktop interface, with multiple resizable windows, all the standard 
keyboard shortcuts and drag-and-drop convenience.

With the next-generation Samsung DeX for PC and a single USB cable, you can connect your PC or Mac to your Galaxy S20 | S20+ | S20 Ultra 5G or 
Galaxy Note10 | 10+ | 10+ 5G.

And with Dual Mode (available on Galaxy S20 | S20+ | S20 Ultra 5G, Galaxy S10e | S10 | S10+, Galaxy Note10 | 10+ | 10+ 5G, Galaxy Note9, Galaxy Tab 
S6, Galaxy Tab S5e and Galaxy Tab S4), you can show presentations, browse the web and watch videos on an external display, all while taking notes, 
messaging your contacts and accessing other apps on your Galaxy device.
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Samsung DeX Classic extends your device with a desktop experience.
• Provides an easy and intuitive work experience through a familiar interface for multi-tasking

• Supports ability to resize, move and maximize/minimize app windows

•  Keyboard/mouse optimization supports keyboard shortcuts, copy and paste, mouse scroll, and 
drag and drop functions

•  Allows you to leverage the advantages of the Galaxy Note10, Note9, and Tab S6 S Pen on a larger 
screen, and to use the S Pen as a remote control to make presentations easier

Samsung DeX for PC is built for the new way business is done.
•  Use a single USB-C cable to connect your Galaxy S20 | S20+ | S20 Ultra 5G or Galaxy Note10 | 10+ | 10+ 5G 

to your Mac, PC or monitor,1 then edit on your phone and see your work on the big screen in real time

•  Use your apps, access files and get work done simply by connecting Galaxy S20 | S20+ | S20 Ultra 5G 
or Galaxy Note10 | 10+ | 10+ 5G to your computer

•  With Samsung DeX for PC you can now drag and drop files and copy and paste text between your PC 
and your Galaxy S20 | S20+ | S20 Ultra 5G or Galaxy Note10 | 10+ | 10+ 5G

Samsung DeX offers a desktop UX for your Android apps.
•  The Samsung Internet browser app supports desktop versions of websites on your Galaxy mobile 

device, and allows you to keep multiple windows and tabs open

•  Microsoft Office and Adobe apps are optimized for DeX with keyboard, mouse and resizable 
windows support

• Samsung preloaded apps are optimized for DeX

•  Samsung DeX helps you get more out of the emails, files and apps on your phone by letting you 
interact with them using desktop functions, such as right-click and drag and drop

Optimized for Samsung DeX.
•  Access full virtual desktops with VDI solutions optimized for DeX from Amazon, Citrix, Microsoft 

and VMware

•  Many leading businesses and productivity apps have been optimized for Samsung DeX, and DeX 
Labs extends support to most apps

Transform your Galaxy device into  
a desktop-like experience with a  
single cable.1
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1Monitor, Bluetooth keyboard and Bluetooth mouse sold separately. Samsung DeX requires a compatible operating system and USB cable. See samsungdex.com for operating system and cable compatibility. 2Certain apps may not run or may require a license (for purchase) on Samsung DeX. Third-party 
VDI solutions sold separately. 3For the full list of Knox certifications, please visit samsungknox.com.
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